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1. Views2Voxel-grid unprojection mechanism

Given a training video s containing frames Ij , we ob-
tain the auxiliary grid V̄ ∈ Rd×S×S×S of auxiliary features
V̄:mno ∈ [−1, 1]d by using the following procedure. The
values m,n, o ∈ N index the 3D grid of size [S × S × S].
We first project the 3D coordinate pV̄

mno of each grid ver-
tex (corner) (m,n, o) to every video frame Ij and sample
corresponding 2D image features. The 2D image features
f j
mno are obtained using a frozen ResNet-32 encoder [3]
E(Ij). We use bilinear interpolation for sampling continu-
ous values and use zero-features for projected points that lie
outside the image region on the 3D image plane. Thus, we
obtain Nframes feature-vectors (corresponding to each frame
in the video) for each grid element of the voxel-grid. We ac-
cumulate these features using the accumulator MLP Aacc.
The accumulator Aacc takes as input [f j

mno; v
j ], where [ ; ]

denotes concatenation and vj corresponds to the viewing
direction of the camera center of jth frame, and outputs
[σj

mno; f
′j
mno]. Here, the value σj corresponds to a weight

for jth feature vector and f ′j is an MLP transformed version
of the input feature vector. Lastly, we compute the aggre-
gated feature vector (for each of the voxel grid centers) as a
weighted sum of the transformed features:

V̄:mno = Fmno =
∑
j

σj
mnof

′j
mno. (1)

2. Stable-DreamFusion baseline details

Implementation details Since no code is available for
either of the two 2D diffusion distillation works, Dream-
Fusion [7] and Magic3D [5], we resort to using the
open-source implementation provided by the GitHub user
ashawkey titled Stable-DreamFusion [10]. The differences
between the implementation and the aforementioned re-
search works are as follows:

1. While DreamFusion uses the Imagen [4] diffusion
model, and Magic3D uses a combination of Ediff-I [1]
and StableDiffusion [9], the implementation only uses

StableDiffusion since Imagen and Ediff-I models are
unavilable.

2. Since the used diffusion network of StableDiffusion
performs diffusion in the latent-space, the implementa-
tion applies the SDS loss in the latent space and back-
propagates the SDS gradients through the perceptual
encoder.

3. The DIP generator (backbone) is implemented as a
vanilla NeRF [6] as opposed to the Mip-NeRF [2] ver-
sion as used by DreamFusion.

Prompt builder We use a simple procedure to generate
the prompts used for distilling the samples from the Stable-
DreamFusion [10] baseline. We first start by defining
three python lists (aka. Prompt Builder Ingredients), viz.
objects, modifiers, and colors. The objects list
is set to verbose names of the categories from the Co3Dv2
[8] which we used in our experiments. Tab. 1 describes the
values for the ingredient lists in full. Then we generate a
shuffled list of all prompts by taking a full outer-product of
the ingredients and ensuring correct grammar. Some of the
generated final prompts are given in the Tab. 2.
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Table 1: The values of the builder ingredients objects, modifiers, and colors used for generating the prompts for
stable-dreamfusion [10].

Prompt Builder Ingredient Values used
objects “apple”, “water hydrant”, “teddy bear”, “donut”
modifiers “unreal render of”, “zoomed out unreal render of”, “wide angle zoomed out unreal

render of”, “dslr photo of”, “zoomed out dslr photo of”, “wide angle zoomed out dslr
photo of”, “plastic”, “metallic”, “wooden”, “furry”

colors “red”, “green”, “blue”, “yellow”, “orange”, “brown”, “pink”, “purple”, “cyan”, “ma-
genta”, “sky blue”, “baby blue”, “crimson”, “lime”, “teal”, “violet”, “sea green”,
“dusk”, “gold”, “silver”

Table 2: A sampling of the prompts generated after running
the prompt-building process.

Sample prompts
“a plastic teddy bear”,
“a zoomed out unreal render of a water
hydrant”,
“a wide angle zoomed out unreal render
of a dusk donut”,
“a dslr photo of a water hydrant”,
“a plastic apple”,
“a sea green apple”,
“an unreal render of a red apple”,
“an unreal render of a silver donut”,
“a baby blue water hydrant”,
“a metallic donut”
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